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Introduction
The long waited for school holiday program break was organized in August at
CHAIN offices once again; purposely to give children the opportunity to get active
and engage in worthwhile activities. A variety of engaging and educational activities
were done to develop the skills needed to explore children’s ideas and interests in a
meaningful way while inspiring a life-long love of learning.
Activities included life skills, briquette making, IT training, skills development, role
model address, counseling and guidance and interaction with sponsors.

1.0 Activities
1.1 Feedback from the May OVC Holiday Program.
At least twenty five (25) guardians are now saving i.e. from the eight guardians
that begun saving with the CHAIN Self Help Project. This was an initiative that was
shared with the parents and guardians during the OVC Holiday program in May. “I
will buy a car for my mother from this savings,” says Irene Nabakooza with a wide
smile. Her mother is devotedly saving Shs. 10,000= for her child on a weekly basis.

1.2 Letter Writing
An opportune time set aside for children to communicate in writing to their
sponsors. Pre-school children as shown below preferred making drawings for their
sponsors.

Left is Shalifah Nairuba and right is Shadia Kuboota making drawings for their
sponsors.

1.3 IT Training
The children got hands on training on computer skills. This time round, children of
primary seven and senior secondary were trained by their fellow OVC who had
knowledge and skills in computer with guidance from a CHAIN staff. The session
was participatory and all children took part, asked questions and others clarified.
HIV/AIDS awareness was incorporated in this session, where the children discussed
about the transmission, prevention, care and treatment. The answers were typed
by the children who were on the computer. One of the counselors at the CHAIN HCT
clinic was there to answer the questions the children had on HIV/AIDS.

Left is Irene – a CHAIN Staff guiding children in IT & Right is Harriet – a CHAIN Counselor
responding to childrens’ HIV/AIDS related questions.

1.4 Life Skills Session
Stories were extracted from the Children’s Discovery Manual and were read by the
children. The stories were purposely to instill values, skills and help children
formulate and keep their goals in focus. Stories about adventures of growing up,
decision making, a child’s individual self worth were read. Lessons / life skills drawn
by the children were that they should always develop a sense of consultation with
adults, that they cannot choose to belong to another family but can make their
families better. Another life skill was that every child was wonderfully made so this
is the basis that they should develop their self-esteem on.

1.5 Briquette Making

E

nvironmental
protection
is
an
important practice of protecting the
natural environment on individual,
organizational or governmental levels, for
the
benefit
of
both
the
natural
environment and humans. Children were
trained
and
sensitized
on
waste
management and alternative, clean and
environmentally friendly energy sources;
biomass briquettes.
Advantages of using clean energy in
households and schools were discussed
such as; reducing the cost on cooking
fuels, use of efficient energy technologies,
improving health through the use clean
cooking fuels and waste management.
Ziwa – a former CHAIN Staff guiding the children through a discussion on clean cooking
fuels and energy efficient technologies.

Left are children mixing hot paste of cassava flour with charcoal dust and right are
briquettes made out of the mixture.

1.6 Skills Development
A: Carpet making

S

ince handicrafts are seen as developing the skills and creative interests of
children towards a particular craft or trade, handicrafts are often integrated
into educational systems, both informally and formally.
Through crafts children undergo the application of patience but with the aim to
develop their practical skills, such as everyday problem-solving ability, tool use,

and understanding of the materials that surround them for economical, cultural and
environmental purposes.
Thus to support and explore
children’s talent plus creativity
development
through
crafts;
children were tasked to make
carpets using plastic sack and cloth
materials, threads and needles.

Carol – a CHAIN Staff guiding the children through the stages of making a carpet.

Leftt is a group of children making a carpet and right is the finished piece.

B: Bangle making

Left is Rosa- a sponsor guiding the children on how to make bangles and right is Daniel & Baker making
bangles.

F

Finished pieces of the bangles made.

1.7 A Role Model Address

I

t has been observed that our
children have a wrong mindset about
vocational skills training even when their
academic performance is poor.
A vocational education teaches practical
job training in a hands-on environment
that is typically not in a classroom.
A role model address and inspirational
talk for children was organized purposely
to
empower
children
appreciate
vocational skills training and understand
that one can make a living out of it.
Francisca mentoring the children

Children admiring Francisca’s bags that she makes and sells to earn a living.

1.8 Counselling and Guidance

C

ounseling and guidance help to make learning a positive experience for every
child. It helps children make the most of their school experiences and prepare
them for the future.

Thousands of candles can be lit from a single candle. Benson Simiyu sharing / narrating his
academic journey to the children, encourages them and wishes the primary seven candidates success in
their Primary Leaving Exams.

1.9 Sponsors - Children Session

All our dreams can come true – if we develop the courage to pursue them. That some
achieve great success, is proof to all that others can achieve it as well.” Ms Rosa Lopez –
a visiting sponsor futher urged the children to ensure that they write to their sponsors during the
holiday program and maximly utilise the golden educational support from their sponsors.

Education is the passport for the future and tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for
today. Jerry & Virginia – sponsors sharing their love and zeal towards the success of the
children. This occurred during the long waited for skype session with the children.

2.0 An Incentive Deserved

Children that excelled in
academics for the past
two academic terms were
given gifts. Children were
grouped
into
four
categories;
i.e.
Preschool, Lower Primary,
Upper Primary and Senior
secondary.
For
each
category a boy and a girl
were picked upon. The
gifts included exercise
books, rubbers, colored
pencils
rulers
and
geometry sets.

Left is Rosa handing over a
gift to Kasim Muzoora and
right is Benson rewarding
Mohamed Ssenyonjo.

For every disciplined effort there is a multiple reward. Chidren that merged from the four
categories after receiving their gifts. In a blue striped Tshirt is Kassim telling fellow children how
he goes about succeeding.

2.1 Apprenticeship training and trade schools
Sperito Kaweesa has completed his training at the metal work and fabrication
workshop in Kanyanya. He is yet to identify the tools he needs and a work-place.
“I am also making paper bags in my free time and sell them to get some additional
income”, says Sperito.

Claire Nakiyimba has two months left to
finish her course in hairdressing at
Mirembe
Community
College
–
Kanyanya branch. (Pictures are shown
below)

Left is Claire learning plaiting the hair in class and Right, Claire is plaiting a client at her home
for an income.
Betty Nakirijja has completed her 2 months course in product development
(tailoring of products) at Textile Development Agency (TEXDA) – and some of her
pieces are shown in pictures below. Her instructors recommended her for yet
another two months so that she can perfect what she has learnt so far and also
train in garment construction.

Appreciation is a wonderful thing; it makes what is excellent in others belong to us as
well. Regina and children admiring Betty’s work & appreciating her with a hug.

Agatha Mbeyiganya is pursuing a 6 months course in hairdressing at Mirembe
Community College – Busiika branch.
Brenda Nababinge is pursuing a 6 months course in hairdressing at Mirembe
Community College – Kanyanya branch.

2.2 Extra Holiday Program Activities

In the process of revision I discover several things – a group of children make corrections in
exam past papers during the holiday program.

Sharing is caring - Regina sharing a cup of tea with Daphine Nalunga during tea-time for the
children.

All work and no play make Jack a dull boy. Left is Eseza on a locally made swing and right is group of
children playing cards.

2.3 Home visits

We can’t all leave a prestigious background or lots of money to visit our children, but we
can leave them a legacy of love. Left is Rosa with the family of a supported child (Cissy in a
pink top) in Kamwokya.
Right in a pink blouse is Cissy Namuyomba with pre-school children in her neighboring
community. She teaches them at a fee of Shs 500= per child per week!!!!

It is one wish for every child, especially the
vulnerable and orphans, that they have people who
tell them that they will make it. Because if people
tell you that all the time you start believing it, and
it starts becoming part of who you are. Our dear
sponsors and partners, thanks ever so much.
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